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Abstract
This document presents guidelines for preparing the final
VI2000 manuscripts. The most important elements of these
guidelinesare the size of the text area (173� 228 mm) and
the margins (left = bottom = 26 mm). The text should be
typed in two columnsof 84 mmseparated by 5 mmof white-
space.

1 Instructions

Please follow carefully thestepsoutlined below.

1.1 Language

Manuscripts can be written either in English or French de-
pending on author preference. However, French manus-
cripts should include both a French “Résumé” and an En-
glish abstract.

1.2 Printin g your paper

The proceedings of VI2000 will be published both on pa-
per and electronically. You wil l thus need to submit your
manuscript either in Postscript or in PortableDocument For-
mat (PDF). You must prepare your formatted text for print-
ing on 8:5 � 11-inch paper only (US letter format). Then
submit your manuscript through email
vi2000@cim.mcgill.ca ).

Also send a hardcopy of your manuscript to:

Professor Gregory Dudek
Centre for Intelligent Machines
Mcgill Unoversity, 3480 University St
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H3A 2A7

Thishardcopy may beprinted on A4 paper if thispaper for-
mat ismoreconvenient.

1.3 Margins, fontsand type-style

Al l printed material, including text, illustrations, and charts,
must bekept within aprint areaof 173 mm wideby 228 mm
high (6:8� 9-inch). Do not write or print anything outside
thisprint area. Do not writeor print any pagenumber either.
The top and bottommarginsshould both be26 mm (1 inch).

Al l text must be in two-column format. Columns are to
be84 mm (3.3 inch) wide, with a5 mm inter-column space.

The text should be printed using the Times family of
fonts (or anything that resembles Times). LATEX2e user’s
should download the VI2000style from the conference web
server (see addressabove).

TheMAI N TITLE should becentered about 1 cm below
the top margin of thefirst page. The title should be typed in
boldfaceTimes16-point.

AUTHORS NAME(s) and AFFILIATION(s) are to be
centered beneath thetitleand printed in Times12-point, non
boldfacetype.

The ABSTRACT and MAI N TEXT are to be typed in
single-spaced 10-point Times. Indent paragraphs approxi-
mately 5 mm and makesureyour text is fully justified. Your
manuscript must not exceed 8 pages.

FIRST-ORDER HEADINGS should be typed flush left
using Times12-point boldface. SECOND-ORDER HEAD-
INGSshouldalso betypedflush left but with Times11-point
boldface.

FOOTNOTES should be used sparingly1. They should
be placed at the bottom of the column on which they are
referenced using Times8-point type.

REFERENCES should be numbered and printed in
Times 9-point type, single-spaced, at the end of the paper.
When referenced in the text, enclose the citation number in
squarebrackets, for example [1].

1To help your readers, try to avoid footnotes altogether!



1.4 Color

Conference participants wil l both receive a CD-ROM and
hardcopy version of the proceedings. The electronic ver-
sion of your manuscript can contain color images and art-
work, but keep in mind that the hardcopy proceedings will
be printed in black and white only. You should thus make
sure that your color illustrations are also readable in shades
of grey!

2 Conclusion

Try to follow these guidelines as closely as possible. But
whatever you do, please respect the margins, the text area,
and theabsolutemaximum of 8 pages.

You can direct any questions to: vi2000@cim.mcgill.ca
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